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Date of birth: 8th april 1985
Nationality: Slovenian
Contact
Address: Gerbičeva 33, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
GSM: +386 40 80 96 76
Email: e@juresah.si
Webpage: www.juresah.si
Skills & Personality
PHP & MySQL, HTML5 / CSS3 / jQuery, etc
Numerous industrial programming languages
x86 Assembly, XSLT & XML
Linux server (bash, etc)

Windows domain administration
Linux domain integration
High reliability OEM (VMWare)
Hardware maintenence and repair

I am a 37 year old computer expert, with over 15 years professional working experience in this field, while also engaged constant
volunteer work in the same field over the years and was involved in many innovative projects.
I have worked in everything from purely technical roles, such as the main and only so ware developer of chemical and biological
reactor control so ware, to working with people in DENIA workshops and educating them in the use of tools for webdevelopment. I
have learned to rely on myself to get the job done, and I have learned to sometimes rely on others to get the job done faster.
It is di icult to summarize years of experience in di erent settings into a few bullet-points, but I have always done my work with great
dedication, and problems to me were always just challenges to overcome. Whatever I get into I solve eventually, if possible with great
proficiency. If the task at hand requires it, I am capable of organizing and working with a team. Meeting my clients' expectations is very
important to me and I take great pride in ensuring that my work meets the highest objective quality standards.

Work Experience
Commercial

3 years,
since 2019

T-2 d.o.o.
- DevOps, developing software for server/cluster setup
- Management of Linux-based infrastructure
- Educating coworkers
- Level 3 support for hosting and infrastructure equipment

2 years,
since 2016

Igor Srdoč s.p.
- Technical expert working on contracts, primarily IT support and systems integration

7 years,
since 2011

BIA Separations d.o.o.
- IT department head
- Oversight of external contractors
- Operation of all company security equipment
- Design and development of applications to streamline multiple business processes
- Help in eliminating bottlenecks in business processes

8 years,
since 2003

BIA d.o.o.
- Repairs for company and client equipment
- IT support
- Software developer for client laboratory equipment automation
- Software developer for company experimental prototypes
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Non-profit

13 years,
since 2009

Društvo za trajnostni razvoj Duh časa
- Senior engineer involved in majority of repairs by the group during a period
- Work-process optimization advisor
- Co-author of EU project documentation

4 years,
since 2010

DENIA - Development of European Non-Profit Internet Activity
- Lecturer
- Developer, working on commercial websites
- Developer, contributing to open-source projects

1 year,
in 2010

Očistimo slovenijo v enem dnevu
- Member of the technical support crew for email system and website
- Personal technical support and computer repairs for the core team of organizers

4 years,
since 2008

Earth Organisation for Sustainability
- Author of multiple articles attributed to the organization
- Community manager
Experience with computers / programming
2019

Started at T-2 d.o.o.
A significantly more tech-oriented and innovative company, with multiple datacenters and mostly open-source
software.

2016

Transferred to Igor Srdoč s.p.
Access to interdisciplinary team that specializes in computers, focusing my creative effort on this field

2011

Transfered to BIA Separations d.o.o. as IT department head
Gained buisness process experience, helping them automate by creating functional intranet applications

2010

Established web-development organisation DENIA with Igor Srdoč
Held lectures in website authoring for numerous startup founders who still remember us.

2008

Also a web-developer on the side
Worked with professional designers to write websites for companies like Biobanka d.o.o. and 12postaja

2003

Employed at BIA d.o.o. as an independent developer
Programming of research biological and chemical reactor - control software, for the Biotechnical faculty, Krka and
Lek

2002

International programming collaboration: ICI-ICSA; team of 3
A proof of concept peer-to-peer distributed execution system with high encryption; authored everything except
encryption

2000

Worked with Ryan Morris
Programming team called MesonAI

1996

Mastery of programming language: QuickBASIC
Learned utilization of all the commands in the language

1993

First programming language: Sinclair BASIC
Dazzling programming with computer graphics

1990

First computer: HP 9825A
Learned to type before learning how to write
Formal Education
2000

Technical gymnasium Srednja Agroživilska šola, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Emphasis on Microbiology and Biotechnology, which I obtained a job in, during my education
Degree acquired in 2004

Languages
Slovenian - fluent conversation & active
English - fluent conversation & active
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